
Topics of the Journal and Rules for Authors 
 

 The journal publishes the results of the original fundamental and applied investigations in 
Earth Sciences (geology, geophysics, geochemistry, hydrology, volcanology, seismology), that 
were not published or send for editing and further publication in other Russian and foreign 
journals.  
 The journal contains not only research articles but also information on: the modern state 
of geosciences development in the region, the main scientific events in the region (conferences, 
meetings, seminars, expeditions, field schools).  
 The editors don't accept and consider the materials falling out the scope of the research 
areas of the journal or containing the data referred to the official or commercial confidential 
information as determined by the acting legislation of the Russian Federation, departmental 
regulations, agreements, etc. 
 The authors themselves are responsible for the data reliability, plagiarism even 
unconscious. All borrowed data (graphics, text, initial data ) should be accompanied by the 
corresponding references or the permission of the author  
 The opinion of the editors could be not the same as the authors.  
The journal is peer-reviewed. Publishing is free. Please be informed that Publication fees are not 
charged the manuscripts are not restored. 
 
 The editors ask the authors to follow the below mentioned rules.  
 
1. The article should be accompanied by the security clearance from the head of the institution 
and the act of expert examination. The article should bear the signatures of all the authors.  
 The declaration confirming that the data were not published earlier, are not in the process 
of publishing now and will not be published in any other Russian or foreign journals (e-versions 
including) should also be supplemented. 
 There also should be the complete information for all authors including the first, middle, 
and last names, academic degree, affiliations, postal and e-mail addresses, telephone, fax. 
 
2. The total volume is up to 24 printed pages (tables and references including) for Research 
Articles, up to 10 pages for Brief Messages, and up to 5 pages for Chronicle of Events. 
 
3. A hard copy of the manuscript should be in two copies and printed on A4 (297×210 mm) 
paper; the text should use Times New Roman font (14 pt); 1.5 line spacing with 3.0 cm margins 
(left and right) and 2.0 cm (up and down); full justification; the first line indent 1.25 cm; all the 
pages should be numbered in the upper right corner. 
 
 Submission materials should also include electronic files with the text of the manuscript 
(MS Word version 6.0 and higher) and formatted figures in accordance with the point 9. The 
electronic version of the article should be presented on CD-ROM. The E-version should contain 
only standard styles. The name of the file is identified according to the authors family name: 
family name. doc.  
 
4. The first title page should contain: the index number according to the Universal Decimal 
Classification (UDC); the title of the article; the complete information for all authors including 
the first, middle, and last names, affiliations, postal and e-mail addresses. See the following 
template: 
UDC 551.214 
VOLCANOES OF SOLOMON ISLANDS  
E.E. Belkina1, V.A. Styrin2 

1Institute of Volcanology and Seismology FEB RAS, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, 683006 



2Vitus Bering Kamchatka State University, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, 683032 
 
Received 26.08.2012. Postal address: Institute of Volcanology and Seismology FEB RAS, Piip blv., 
9, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, 683006, Russia; phone: (4152) 297886; fax: (4152)297886; e-mail: 
belkina@kscnet.ru 
 
 Then come: the abstract (1/2 of the page) with 1.0 line spacing, the keywords (at most 8), 
the text of the article, the list of references, the references to the figures. Besides the author 
should provide the manuscript with a single page containing the abstract, the title of the article, 
the complete information for all authors including the first, middle, and last names, affiliations, 
postal and e-mail addresses as at the first title page in English (1.0 line spacing).  
 
5.The article should be rubricated and classified according to the following standard heads: 
Initial Data, Methods of Investigation, Results and Discussion, Conclusions. Other impotent 
heads should be placed at the beginning of the corresponding paragraph. If the work was 
supported by the grant, then this information should be written at the end of the article.  
 
6. There should not be any abbreviations (except standard), abbreviate words should be 
explained at first reference, all local geographic names should be exact. The author should use 
only SI system. In works with different calculations one should name the authors of the used 
programs. If the author mentions foreign names or institutions they should be written as in the 
original. 
It is prohibited: 
– to use double or more spacing;  
– to form new paragraph by means of spacing; 
–to use auto-numbering (numbered and bullet lists) in heads and paragraphs; 
– to use hard returns.  
 
7. Tables should be printed at singular pages with 1.5 line spacing and should not repeat the 
information of the text. 
Dimension of a quantity should be given in the stub column and the header line of the table. The 
tables should be numbered using Arabic figures, according to their reference in the text (e.g. 
Table 1). The number of the table should be given before its title. The framed number of the 
table should be marginal opposite the first reference to the table.  
 The continuation (the end) of the table should have the title: Table 1. Continuation or 
Table 1. End.  
 The references to the tables should be enclosed in round brackets and appear as (Table 1), 
(Tables 1, 2), or (Tables 1-4). If the table is the only, then it isn't numbered, and the word table 
isn't written. The references to it is the table.  
 
8. The referenced formulas and equations should be at the beginning of a new paragraph. 
Between the symbols of formulas one should put spaces. 
 Long formulas should be divided into several lines (taking into consideration two-column 
format). The formulas could be carried-over first of all at correlation sign, then at three dots sign, 
at signs of addition and subtraction and at the end at the multiplication sign in the form a 
sidelong cross. It is prohibited to carry-over the formula at a division sign. A symbol at which 
the formula was carried-over should be reduplicated in the beginning of the next line. 
 Formulas and equations should be enumerated in the continuous order throughout the 
entire text starting from the first formula. The number of the formula is enclosed in round 
brackets and indicated on the right of the formula. The references to the formulas in the text 
should appear as (1), (2), (3). 



All decimal numbers should be written using decimal point. It is better to avoid the usage of 
Russian and Latin symbols in one article. All Greek and special symbols should be printed using 
options «paste» and «symbol». 
 
9. The original figures should be in a single envelope in a set of two. They should be rich in 
contrast and white glossy. 
 If the article describes the concrete objects it should contain a location map or a scheme 
of the investigated region. The map should shows geographical coordinates, the scheme have 
topographic features and linear scale. All the symbols (cardinal direction, latitude/longitude) 
should be in Russian. 
 The total amount of figures is at most 10.  
 Figures drawing in lines should be made by laser printer with at least 300 dpi resolution 
at white paper. A full size is at least 5×6 сm and at most 18×24 сm. Figures should have all the 
important information, but the amount of captions should be minimum. The framed number of 
the figure should be marginal opposite the first reference to the table. 
 On the reserve of the figure, by mean of the pencil, one should write down the last name 
of the first author and the number of the figure.  
 In the electronic version, each figure should be organized as a separate file of JPG, GIF, 
BMP or CRD (at most Corel Draw-12) formats. The file should not exceed 3.0 Mb. The name of 
the file is identified according to the authors family name and the number of the figure: family 
name1, family name2, family name3 and so on.  
 Coloured figures are permitted. In the printed version of the journal they will be 
monochromatic but in the one-line version (pdf. files) the figures will be coloured. The legend to 
the figures should be applied to monochromatic figures. 
 
10. The legend should be printed at a singular page with 1.5 line spacing. All legends should 
start with Fig. and enumerated in the continuous order starting from the first figure. All symbols 
should be explained in the legend. 
 The legend should avoid the use of analphabetic signs (hatchings, rounds, triangles and so 
on ) that were used at a figure. Maps should have minimum amount of different geographic 
names, essential for text understanding.  
The references to the figures should be enclosed in round brackets and appear as (Fig. 1), (Figs. 
1, 2), or (Figs. 1-4). 
 If the figure is the only, then it isn't numbered, and the word Fig. isn't written. The 
references to it is the figure.  
 
11. The sources included in the List of References should appear at a singular page in the end of 
the article in alphabetical order  starting with papers in Russian and then papers on other 
languages.  
 For books one should indicate: the names and initials of all the authors, the title of the 
book, the place of the publication, the publishing house, the date of the publication, the number 
of pages. 
 For articles in the collection book one should indicate the names and initials of all the 
authors, the title of the article, the title of the collection book, the place of the publication, the 
date of the publication, the pages of the article. 
  For articles in journals one should indicate the names and initials of all the authors, the 
title of the article, the title of the journal, the date of the publication, the number of the volume, 
the number of the journal, the pages of the article. 
 
Examples of formatting the references : 
 



An article in the Journal: The names and initials of all the authors. The title // The title of the 
journal. Year. Vol. __. No __. P. ____.  
An articles in the collection book: The names and initials of all the authors. The title // Abstr. of 
the presentation. The title of the conference (// The name of the Institution). The place. Year. 
P.____.  
A Monographs or a Book: The names and initials of all the authors.The title. The place of the 
publication: The publishing house, Year. P. ____ (or the amount of pictures in the book _____ 
p.) or The title/ Edited by. The names and initials, The place of the publication: the publishing 
house, Year. __p. 
Certificates of authorship and patents: 
 Certificate of authorship. No __. The title.  
Abstracts: The names and initials. The title: Adstract. PhD dissertation in geology and 
mineralogy. The place, Year __p. 
 
 If a paper has more than four authors, they should appear in the List of Reference as three 
first authors et al.  
 The references to the publications should be enclosed in round brackets and have the 
following format: (The name and initials, year), (The name and initials, The name and initials, 
year); (The name and initials, The name and initials, The name and initials, year). If a quoted 
paper has more than three authors, the reference in the text should appear as The name and 
initials et al., (year), for example: «V.A. Styrin (2001) reveals». If the author of the publication is 
not denoted then the reference should have the following format: «according to the data (V.A. 
Styrin 2001) ...» The references to the publications of one and the same author and one and the 
same year should have the following format: (Styrin, 2001а, 2001b, 2001c). In the references to 
the publications of two or more authors their names should appear in the alphabetical order: 
(Belkina et.al., 2003; Styrin, 2001; Bickley, 2008; Seidi et al., 2005).  
 The sources included in the List of References should appear without numbering, each 
source from a new paragraph. Foreign names should be written in Russian transcription. The 
references to the not published works could appear only in the footnote. 
 
12. The editors kindly request authors to prepare texts and figures more carefully.  
13. The editors reserve the right to cut articles and make literary corrections if it is necessary.  
14. If the article was sent back to the author for further revising then the date of receipt is the 
date when the revised article was received by the editors.  
15. If manuscript is completed not according to the journal editors recommendations it could be 
rejected. 
 Original manuscripts can be submitted to the Journal by: 
mail: to the Editorial Board of the Journal «Bulletin of Kamchatka Regional Association 
«Educational-Scientific Center». Earth Sciences», Institute of Volcanology and Seismology FEB 
RAS, Piip blv., 9, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, 683006, Russia;  
e-mail to vestnik@kscnet.ru  
 Full-text on-line version of the journal is at web-sites of Kamchatka Scientific Center 
FEB RAS (www.kscnet.ru) and Scientific Electronic Library (www.elibrary.ru).   
 


